Zebra Custom-Made Supplies

For the Widest Choice and Best Performance
in Your Zebra Printer
Whether a special material, preprint, shape or design is required, Zebra®
specialises in providing custom-made solutions for many different labelling
challenges. Featuring the largest selection of pre-tested, high-quality labels,
tags, wristbands and receipts, Zebra’s supplies range has solutions for virtually
any application. We specialise in manufacturing products to meet the exact
needs of end-users.

QUALITY

RANGE

As you’d expect, all Zebra’s label materials are
rigorously tested to high standards and only the
very best are accepted into the range. We work
with customers to develop new solutions for tricky
applications, using the same testing and approval
processes, assuring reliable solutions every time.

Zebra gives users the best choice of approved supplies
products in the market. We have a wide range of over
80 standard materials from basic receipt papers to
special synthetics covering a wealth of applications.
If we don’t have what you need, our ability to source
from a broad supplier base means we can find new
solutions for your specific requirement. Zebra can also
help you design labels, unique to your application —
you can add pre-prints or special cuts, in whatever size
and shape you need.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
Zebra has a dedicated team of experts to help design
solutions for the most demanding of labelling
applications. With years of experience in matching label
materials to applications, we are here to offer advice
and find the best solution. Our range is frequently
reviewed and expanded to offer the latest innovations.
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Quality You Can Rely On — Zebra Supplies for Zebra Printers
TRIED AND TESTED SOLUTIONS
All Zebra supplies products are intensively tested to ensure the best print quality and performance before being
accepted into the range. Zebra sources and tests materials according to market trends and also for specific
customer requirements. Only those products which meet strict test criteria for image quality, performance and
printhead compatibility become Zebra materials. We can also complete more specific testing such as tear-strength,
outdoor durability and chemical resistance in our dedicated R&D laboratory.

INDUSTRY APPROVED SOLUTIONS
Zebra supplies into a number of end user markets
where specific industry approvals are required and
amongst others, has products with UL / CSA approval,
food contact safe labels to meet FDA / BgVV regulations
and BS5609 certified products for marine applications.
All Zebra label and ribbon products comply with the
requirements of REACH and ROHS regulations.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
Zebra has more than 25 years’ experience working
with thermal print technology and has unparalleled
knowledge of supplies for Zebra printers. Designed
and built in-house, by Zebra’s own engineering team,
our equipment perfectly matches our needs and the
needs of our customers.
With access to the full Zebra printer range and an array
of suppliers, we can help you find the right material for
your application. Our manufacturing team are experts
in producing supplies for Zebra printers, giving the very
best performance, every time. Manufacturing, Product
Management and Sales teams work together to find the
best designs and materials, whatever the application.

RANGE
With hundreds of combinations of high-quality,
reliable labels, tags, receipt papers, wristbands and
ribbons, Zebra has a diverse range with something
for virtually any application. Whatever challenge
you face, from simple shelf edge labelling, to hightemperature labelling, Zebra can provide a custommade solution for you.
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Custom Made for Individual Requirements
LABELS THE WAY YOU NEED THEM
Zebra’s custom-made range allows users to have a
label solution designed specifically for their application.
Whether you need an aggressive adhesive to stick to
tyres, or labels for steel bars, to adhere outside in all
weather conditions, Zebra can help. We can make any
size or shape of labels for your Zebra printer. We can add
security features, special cut-outs, or we can pre-print
your labels with logos or graphics. All core sizes and
printers in the Zebra range are catered for. Zebra has
numerous special product combinations not available
anywhere else and access to many more.

MATERIALS FOR THE MOST
DIFFICULT APPLICATIONS
With a multitude of adhesive combinations from
ultraremovable to super high-tack, designed to work
in all conditions, from freezing cold to extremely
hot, we supply solutions to work in the toughest of
environments. Materials range from simple papers to
high-temperature synthetics, all of which can be made
to your individual design.

BEST PRINTER PERFORMANCE
By using a complete Zebra solution you can be sure
of the best performance from your printer. Zebra label
products are matched with Zebra ribbons to give end
users peace of mind and consistent performance. Using
high-quality Zebra supplies and keeping your printers
well maintained, will maximise printer performance and
extend printhead life.

KEY APPLICATIONS AND MARKETS
Manufacturing Product identification, work-inprocess, parts and component labelling, rating plate
labelling, labelling and tagging in heavy industry e.g.
steel and concrete, tyre labelling, component labelling

Transportation and Logistics Shipping and pallet
labelling, box labelling, packing lists, warehouse
labelling and inventory management

Retail Price markdown, shelf-edge labelling, item
labelling and tagging

Healthcare Patient identification, specimen collection,
laboratory sample processing and labelling, cryogenic
labelling
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Choose Zebra
Custom-Made
Labels for:
• Innovative materials
• Special adhesives
• Pre-prints
• Special shapes and die-cuts
• Specific sizes

CUSTOM SUPPLIES
Custom supplies can be made to order for applications where sizes, colours or materials are required that our
ZipShip or EaziPrice ranges don’t cover.

Extended Range
Labels can be made to order for specific sizes, materials or designs, or where pre-printing is required. A wide
selection of materials is available quickly, from papers to high-end synthetics including UL- approved polyesters
and polyimides, offering a multitude of solutions. From low temperature cryogenic labels to tamper evident security
labels, to tyre labels to meet European tyre labelling regulations, Zebra has a solution and if all you want is a simple
label to stick on your box, we do those too!

Design Expertise
Zebra has a large in-house team of highly skilled supplies experts, available to design a customised labelling
solution to fit individual application requirements.

Tried and Tested
Custom supplies are designed, manufactured and tested to high standards so you can be assured of the results.
Sample rolls and test rolls are available for customers to try in application to ensure suitability. Zebra supplies
are specified by many multinational businesses who trust in the high quality Zebra delivers.

MATERIAL RECOMMENDATIONS AT THE CLICK OF A BUTTON
Find the correct materials for your application using Zebra’s online tool, the Supplies Material Guide, at:
supplies.zebra.com
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Manufacturing at a Glance
ZEBRA SUPPLIES CAPABILITIES
By making and testing our own printer supplies, we can ensure you receive the highest-quality products,
performance-matched to your Zebra printer and application. With global manufacturing facilities, Zebra
is a world-class manufacturer of labels, tags, receipt-papers and wristbands, Zebra specialises in printing
on thermal materials.
Zebra has been making labels in EMEA for over 20 years. Our machinery is designed to match our business
requirements and give the very best results.

Printing

Converting

Finishing

• Flexographic printing

• Roll-to-roll

• 19 mm cores to 76 mm cores

• Front and reverse printing

• Fanfolding

• Shrink-wrapping

• Up to 7 colour printing
(5 colours on face, 2 on reverse)

• Die-cutting on multiple stations
• Perforations, back slits, face slits

• Customised label and
ribbon kits

• Computerised vision
inspection systems

• Air-eject holes

• Air-filled protective packaging
• Zebra-branded packaging
and cores

• Adhesive deadening
• 4-colour process printing

Quality and Environmental Management Systems
Zebra is proud to have world-class facilities. Quality is taken very seriously by Zebra and its EMEA sites are
accredited to ISO 9001: 2008 (Quality Management System) and ISO 14001 (Environmental Management System).
Zebra works to specific processes and procedures, delivering consistently high quality product, time after time,
always striving to delight our customers.

For more information on Custom-Made Supplies,
visit www.zebra.com/supplies
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